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What You
Need To
Know
An Antenuptial contract sets out the manner in
which your property is dealt with in the event
that a marriage comes to an end through death or
divorce.
In South Africa, we have three types of marriage regimes,
being married in community of property, being married out of
community of property with the inclusion of the accrual and being
married out of community of property with the express exclusion
of the accrual system.
What are the legal consequences of the different marital regimes?
a) Antenuptial contract with the inclusion of the accrual system
-

the two parties remain separate legal entities and may
contract in their individual capacities;

-

you are not liable for the debts incurred by your spouse;

-

you both share equally in the growth of your estates
from the time you get married, you share what you have
built up together and

-

if you have a wealthy estate before marriage, you can
exclude it specifically from the accrual.

b) Antenuptial contract with the exclusion of the accrual system
-

The two parties remain separate legal entities and may
contract in their individual capacities:

-

you are not liable for the debts incurred by your spouse;
and

-

you do not share in the growth of your spouse’s estate.

c) Marriage in community of property
-

everything the couple owns, and all their debts and assets
are shared equally;

-

the property of each party automatically becomes the
property of both parties and forms a part of the joint
estate;

-

in the event of death or divorce, both parties will be
entitled to their half share of the assets and liable for the
half share of all debts.

We look forward to drafting your tailormade contract for you!
Annette Stewart has two degrees in Law and two degrees in Psychology and have
been a runner up in Africa’s Most Influential Business Women on two occasions.
I am the first female legal practitioner whose practice is virtual with all my ladies
working from home, which enables business sustainability. I believe we all have
an obligation to make a difference.

I have been fortunate in receiving the following awards
Most influential Business Woman In Africa: 2014 Finalist • 2015 Runner-Up
• Most Successful Law Practice in South Africa awarded by the MEA 2017 •
Nominated as a finalist in Acquisition International in the category Legal Awards
2020 • Most innovated Modern Women Driven Practice in South Africa

Languages: Afrikaans, English

ANNETTE STEWART
0823731294
www.stewartsinc.co.za
1st Floor Pharos House
70 Buckingham Terrace, Westville, Durban
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Did You Get Married Recently?
Covid-19 restrictions have obviously presented many hurdles for couples intending
to get married - we certainly live in interesting times!
Weddings have been scaled down and numbers reduced in an effort to comply with
all the necessary health restrictions. Many weddings have gone ahead under these
difficult circumstances and couples have come up with many novel and interesting
ways of getting hitched. Are you one of them?
If you’d like to have the opportunity to share your wedding photos and your unique
story with us, send a sample wedding photo and a list of your service providers to
robbyn@topicpublishing.co.za
Visit our website www.realbrides.co.za to take a look at some recent weddings held
during the pandemic. You will also find Real Brides on Facebook.
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MICHELLE-MARIÉ &
FRANCOIS FOURIE
Planning a Covid-19 compliant wedding has
its challenges but this bride and the team at
her chosen venue, Vredenburg Manor House,
absolutely nailed it.
You and Francois met quite by chance?
We met in the Spur at Gordon’s Bay. I spilled my drink
trying to open it and he offered to help! We started
dating on 19 December 2018 and he asked me to be
his wife in August 2020.

Your biggest challenges getting married during the
pandemic?
Getting all the wedding planning done in time. We
only had 4 months and were very hopeful that our
family and close friends would be able to come to our
wedding. Our main goal was to get married, whether
the ceremony and reception could take place or not,
but what a bonus! The date we chose was the day we
started dating two years ago so it was extra special.

How many venues did you consider before settling
on Vredenburg Manor House?
We had 3 other venues in mind, but when Vredenburg
Manor House had 19 December 2020 available, and
upon visiting their magnificent venue, the decision
was easy.

What did the Vredenburg Manor House wedding
package include?
It included 7 beautiful accommodations on their
premises, flowers, canapés and pre-drinks, a
3-course reception meal, the chapel for our 44
guests, décor and stationery, bar, jukebox, large
boma, a wedding cake, dance floor under a magical
tree and access to the huge, lovely garden which
added to the incredible photos. The Vredenburg
Manor House team basically planned my whole
wedding. They were meticulous in every single detail
including adhering to the strict Covid-19 compliance.

Planning and coordination?
Vredenburg Manor House’s Leon and Luke as well as
my mother helped with the planning and coordination.
We made a great team and I could not have asked
for better planning, cooperation and patience from
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“I could not have asked for better
planning, cooperation and patience from
everyone involved.”
Venue: Vredenburg Manor House, Somerset West – www.vredenburgmanor.co.za
Dress: The Bridal Boutique CPT
Make-up & Hair: TMS Make up & Hair
Food & décor: Vredenburg Manor House
Photography: Elri Photography
Flowers: Supervise by Janice America
On The Day Co-Ordinator: Frederique Kelly
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everyone involved. A big shout out to my parents for
making the wedding possible and to Francois’ Dad
who also contributed greatly.

Catering?
Vredenburg Manor House did the catering. They sent
me a few menu options, but gave me the option to
choose my own. I chose a combination of the menu
options they gave me. The biggest compliment of
the day, besides the venue in general, was about the
food.

Flowers?
I showed Leon and Luke my mood board and they
started creating ideas and organising the flowers
from scratch! I left it in their capable hands and they
truly delivered! I only had one request and they made
it possible although that specific flower was out of
season. They did an incredible job in arranging the
flowers in the chapel, the reception and the flowers
for the bridal party.

Outdoor reception?
The Helderberg is known for strong winds and
December was no exception. The weather forecast
showed 30km/h winds on our wedding day so we
were actually ready to move everything inside.
However, the night before it showed that the wind
would die down and what a perfect day it turned
out to be. I wanted the reception to be a feast with
friends and family and it turned out exactly how
I’d envisioned it. We were all facing each other in
a square layout. Vredenburg Manor made it extra
magical with lanterns, hanging fairy lights over the
tables and on the trees and the table décor was just
perfect!

Dress stress?
I had 2 dressmakers! The first dressmaker
unfortunately had to withdraw and we found The
Bridal Boutique CPT who managed to make my
dress in only 4 weeks! I was so grateful for all their
efforts, design and patience. They not only made my
wedding dress, but also my mother’s dress and the 3
bridesmaids dresses in those 4 weeks!

What do you think worked best on your big day?
The cooperation and constant hands-on attitude of
Vredenburg Manor House and their team.

Honeymoon?
We were blessed to stay over in Knysna at the
Elephant Park - literally sleeping with the elephants.
We also visited Birds of Eden, Monkeyland and a
big cat sanctuary. That week we had the beauty of
Stanford to end off our honeymoon.
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JANINE & LEE
QUIGLEY
This couple first met in 1995; lost touch and
then reconnected through Facebook in 2015.
Your proposal?
Lee proposed on a game drive in the Dinokeng
Game Reserve. We drove around for a while and
came across giraffe, which is my favourite animal.
The game ranger got out and opened our door and
we climbed out. Whilst looking at the giraffes, Lee
tapped me on the shoulder and kind of just blurted
out the words. He was so nervous that he did it twice,
the second time he got down on one knee! He had
arranged with the ranger to look for giraffe. Nothing
else. Just giraffe.

The most difficult part of planning your wedding?
The guest list. With every wedding you want
everybody to spend the special day with you but
unfortunately that isn’t possible. First we had to
pick family and then over to the friends, which was
extremely difficult.

Did Lee get involved with the planning?
He did. We made frequent trips to China Mall and I
ran ideas past him. We never argued about anything
as we were on the same page about what we wanted.

Your dress?
My dress was bought and I chose it myself. I don’t
often wear dresses so this dress was simple but
elegant. I decided not to wear a veil - a tiara and a
simple hairstyle was all I needed.

Lee and the boys wore shorts?
Lee insisted right from the beginning that he and his
groomsmen would be wearing shorts! Brown shorts,
white long sleeved shirts and slops. The shirts were
tucked in for the ceremony but shortly after became
untucked, for a more casual look.

Theme/colour scheme?
Easy. Lee’s favourite colour is orange and mine is
purple. The theme wasn’t difficult either. As we both
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“Mokoya Lodge fitted what we had
envisioned for our wedding.”
Venue: Mokoya Lodge, Magaliesburg – www.mokoya.co.za
Wedding gown: Gelique Couture
Hair: Salon Yvette, Yvette Smith
Flowers: Dilightful Flowers
Photography: Neon Productions, Morgan Brink
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have a passion for the bush, Mokoya Lodge fitted
what we had envisioned for our wedding.

Tell us why you chose Mokoya Lodge.
The day we visited Mokoya, we had already been
to see 2 other places and still had another to view.
Mokoya is fairly close to Hartbeespoort Dam near
Hekpoort. The drive from the West Rand side towards
Magaliesburg along the R540 is a real spectacle.
As you drive through the gate you immediately get
this relaxed feeling. After meeting with the wedding
planner and taking a tour of the grounds, Lee and
I had already made up our minds. Mokoya has a
boma area near the water’s edge for the night before
celebrations and an outdoor chapel area surrounded
by bamboo. It is the perfect place to have a bush
wedding. On the actual day we couldn’t fault
anything. Hayley and her team were brilliant. And the
chef, Raymond, created the most spectacular food
too.

Did you stay at Mokoya Lodge?
We did stay at the lodge…Friday and Saturday night.
Most guests booked to stay there too. This made the
whole weekend so special and intimate.

What did you do about gifts?
We had already established a home and pretty much
accumulated all the necessities so, instead of a gift
registry we requested guests to rather contribute to
our honeymoon.

Any tips for sticking to a wedding budget?
I don’t think it’s that difficult. First try to envision what
you want things to look like and what décor you want.
Then it is a question of shopping around and getting
those things and only those things. If there is any
money left over, then add or change. Our wedding
was quite easy to put together as Mokoya gave us
the freedom to put together everything pretty much
the way we wanted.

How many guests?
80, but we could quite easily have increased that
number to 150!

Your first dance?
We didn’t put any effort into this - we just winged it to
“Never Seen Anything” by The Script.

Honeymoon?
Our honeymoon was split into 3 local destinations.
Being the bush lovers that we are, we decided
to spend our first two nights at a place along the
Schoemanskloof Pass near Nelspruit. Then we stayed
in the Kruger Park at Bergendal for 3 nights and spent
the last leg at a place called Foxy Crocodile.
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Make your special day extraordinary

Our old country style 5 star manor in the heart of cosmos country, and an hour’s drive from
Johannesburg offers only the finest. We specialise in small intimate group weddings with a stress free
planning process . Our extensive gardens and manor house set the perfect backdrop for a signature
wedding. Accompanied with our exquisite & heart-warming suites, superb tailored service and
exceptional fine dining - ensured by our talented Chefs, the Manor will make your special day simply
unforgettable.
Address:
Telephone:
Fax:
Mobile:
Web:

Farm Rietbult, R51, Balfour Road, Balfour, Mpumalanga
+27 (0)17 773 9000
+27 (0)17 773 9001
+27 (0)83 281 1706
www.welgelegenmanor.co.za

Photos: Kikitography

at Welgelegen Manor ...

8 Superior suites • Swimming Pool • Spa-Treatments • Archery • Croquet • Billiard Room • Driving
Range • Grass Landing strip
We are versatile, and cater for any special event:
WEDDINGS • HIGH TEAS • CONFERENCES • YEAR END FUNCTIONS • ROMANTIC
BREAKAWAYS • BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

KEITUMETSE & ROCKEY
MATE
Social media was instrumental in bringing this
cute couple together. A direct message led to a
first date and the rest, as they say, is history.
Your original wedding date was postponed?
Yes, we had to postpone our wedding from August to
September. The pandemic did not interfere too much,
we started the process (traditionally) as the lockdown
was enforced. Besides not being able to meet with
suppliers as we would have liked, we had nothing to
compare our planning process to so it was a smooth
process.

You chose a great wedding venue?
Chez Charlene, an exquisite venue in Pretoria East,
was the first venue we went to view. We viewed others
but just had to go back! The service was exceptional!
Charlene’s love for what she does radiated during
the consultations; she makes you feel like yours is
the only wedding she has ever planned! They have
amazing facilities too - I could envisage my wedding
during the walkabout.

What did you like most about Chez Charlene?
The food was honestly the best food we’ve ever had!
Our guests will attest to that too. The flaming dessert
was the ultimate surprise! That experience alone
makes me want to get married again!

Was there a traditional side to your wedding?
Yes, we had our lobola celebration in August 2020
in Pretoria - at both our houses. These celebrations
were planned by our parents.

Tell us about your wedding dress?
My idea! I had always dreamt of incorporating our
beautiful black culture into what we call the “white
wedding”. The challenge was coming up with a
design that would marry the modern aesthetics with
the traditional elements that I had in mind. I drew my
inspiration from pampas grass and a lot of searching
on Pinterest! It was easy to choose a fabric once I’d
decided on the colour palette. Coming up with the
actual design of the dress was even more challenging
but it helped to have an experienced dressmaker!
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“The intimacy of our wedding worked
the best.’’
Venue: Chez Charlene, Pretoria – www.chezcharlene.co.za
Wedding gown & entourage outfits: Helen Mickey, Nkonki @Helenified
Wedding Cake: Masego Mbonyana @Mealswithmasego
Hair: Kudakwashe Magora Mhlanga @Kudatot Hair
Make up: Masego Molebaloa @minniemeisie
Flowers: Bliss Floral Creations
Wedding stationery: Twaalf Events
Photography: Willowtogs Pictures
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Just one bridesmaid and one groomsman?
Both are childhood friends, so it was a no brainer.
We did want more people but had to cut down due
to Covid-19. Luckily, none of our other friends were
offended!

Tell us about “jumping the broom”.
I got opportunity to live out my rom-com fantasies!
I’d always thought ‘jumping the broom’ was such a
beautiful way of symbolising jumping into a new life
with someone special by your side.

How many guests?
60 - we added more people when the President
increased the numbers allowed. While I always
desired an intimate wedding, our numbers were
definitely limited by COVID-19; and actually
presented the perfect opportunity for me to have my
dream wedding!

Reception table names?
This was my favourite part of the wedding! We
wanted to add elements that would represent who we
are - our culture and interests. Rockey and I LOVE
traveling in general and so we named our tables
after some of the destinations we have on our bucket
list. We initially wanted to name the tables after wild
animals, but our stationery mock ideas came with
names of countries and we seized the opportunity.

What do you think worked best on your big day?
The wedding coordinator at the venue, Deone. My,
she was heaven-sent as everything ran smoothly
because of her. Our DJ did not arrive but Deone
saved the day with a plan B. I think she might have
had something to do with the perfect weather too! But
besides Deone, the intimacy of our wedding worked
the best - the warmth, closeness and the tangible
feeling of love from everyone who was there was
beyond what I could ever have dreamt of.

Did you get to go on honeymoon?
Unfortunately, not. At the time we were planning
our wedding the tourism industry ground to a halt.
Although it will not be the same, we would still, Godwilling, love to plan a honeymoon-like trip when
Covid-19 travel restrictions are lifted.
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STEPHANIE BRAXTON
& FADI GAZIRI
Now here’s a wedding with a difference …
You Zoomed your wedding overseas?
My husband is British and I am South African. We were
married in Copenhagen City Hall in Denmark. It is
quite common for international couples to get married
in Denmark because the legal red tape is easier to
cut through than in countries like South Africa or
Germany. One of my friends commented that the City
Hall looks like Hogwarts - it’s beautiful. I never wanted
a big wedding and Fadi felt the same way. We invited
two friends from Germany to witness the ceremony
and they Zoomed the ceremony to our families back
in South Africa and England. The ceremony itself
was short and exactly the way we wanted it. We had
a quick photoshoot in the City Hall itself and in the
streets of Copenhagen and celebrated with a day in
the city and dinner with our friends. It was incredibly
relaxed and fuss free. It would have been amazing to
have our friends and family present but we decided
to celebrate in a different way.

Your celebration with friends and family back in
SA?
My husband and I live in Hamburg, Germany and
being away from beautiful, sunny South Africa where
my family and friends are can be very difficult. For
this reason, we decided that we wanted to have a
party in South Africa where we could all get together
for a weekend and have a great time. We invited
our overseas friends and my husband’s family from
Russia, Dubai, Germany and the UK to the Reception
and for an extended vacation. We kept it very small
and only invited about 60 people. We knew we
wanted a bush-style venue and looked at a number
of suitable places. After the weekend we travelled
around South Africa with our overseas guests. It
was an incredibly memorable experience and even
more so since the pandemic has prevented us from
travelling back to South Africa since then.

What made you choose Kuthaba Bush Lodge?
I looked at a number of venues but Kuthaba Bush
Lodge was recommended by a good friend who had
attended a wedding there. When I saw the photos I
knew immediately that it was what I was looking for -
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“Our guests are still talking about
what a wonderful time they had.”

Venue: Kuthaba Bush Lodge, Modimolle, Limpopo – www.kuthaba.co.za
Décor: De Villiers Blomme
Photography: Neon Productions, Morgan Brink
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the bush, beautiful scenery, a relaxed environment,
great areas for entertainment and socialising and
lovely accommodation. I was unable to see the
venue in person but I was not worried. It looked
like an amazing place and management was quick
with their replies to any questions. I also used their
recommended service provider for the décor, De
Villiers Blomme, who did an amazing job. I only had to
answer a few emails and pay the bills from Germany
and everything was handled perfectly. I booked my
friend Morgan Brink from Neon Photography to do
informal photos of the Reception.

Did you choose the menu?
Yes. We chose the menu with input. In addition,
Kuthaba organised breakfast for the two mornings as
well. We also had a fun braai on the Friday night when
everyone arrived.

Your guests stayed over at Kuthaba Bush Lodge?
Everyone spent the weekend at Kuthaba. They offer
a number of different accommodation options - some
with more facilities than others - but everyone was so
happy with their accommodation.

A lasting memory of your time spent at Kuthaba
Bush Lodge?
The entire weekend was incredible. We had so much
fun without the stress that a lot of bridal couple’s
experience. This was always the plan. We didn’t want
a conventional wedding and only wanted to celebrate
with our friends and family. Everyone had a great time
and we are still talking about it a year later. It was the
last time I saw my family and friends in South Africa
but the international guests are also still talking about
what a wonderful time they had. The management
and the team at Kuthaba is incredible and I really
can’t say enough good things about them.
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Need Help Finding A
Wedding Venue?
The first task on any wedding planning list is to find a VENUE.
Without a venue, very little planning can really move forward.
Your choice of venue will determine a multitude of important things like the number of guests, décor, food and drink
and accommodation requirements. Searching for the right place to host your wedding is one of the most time-consuming tasks on your To Do list.
Let us help you with your planning.
Visit the Real Brides website www.realbrides.co.za and click to enter our VIRTUAL WEDDING EXPO.
Click on each logo and there you will find an audio visual presentation for each Exhibitor together with a full overview
and photos of what they have to offer. If you are interested in what a particular Exhibitor has to offer, you will also find
a link taking you directly to that Exhibitor’s website.
To view their audio visual presentations or to visit their websites, click on the links below:

Click On Links Below
Chez Charlene
Collisheen Estate
Haycroft Farm
Inkwenkwezi
Tsekama Lodge
Whispering Thorns
Neon Productions
DRene Plunkett Photography
Oakfield Farm
Diep In Die Berg
Welgelegen Cherry Estate
Vredenburg Manor House
Sugarbush Hill
Eensgezind Function Venue
Cheerio Gardens
Ekudeni
Mooiplaas
Eden Lassie
Oh So Pretty Planning
Smitsfield Farm
Jennifer Mynhardt Attorneys

harpNOTED
Crystal Brides
Bell & Blossom
Bradbury Lodge
Oranje Guest House
Everwood
Welgelegen Manor
Florence Guest Farm
Dreyer Engelbrecht Attorneys
Mighty Fine Productions
Stewart Attorneys
Knowles Husain Lindsay Attorneys
Pheasant Hill
Slipperfields
Prana Lodge
@Boshoek
Daniel West
Mokoya Lodge
Kuthaba
Black Horse

Watch That Date
Just like your birthday, the date of your wedding (and its associated zodiac sign) can offer clues
about your future, for better or worse.
Aries Marriages: March 21 - April 19
Aries is an adventurous, bold, and independent sign. Your
marriage will be filled with lots of spontaneity. Think last
minute getaways, exciting dinner dates, and unexpected
romantic surprises. But be careful not to get too
competitive with each other, as Aries couples tend to do.
Taurus Marriages: April 20 - May 20
Taurus is an extremely sensual, decadent sign. You
and your hubby enjoy the finer things in life, and you’re
definitely not afraid to indulge your taste for luxury. Good
news: You’re destined to have a very grounded marriage.
But, both of you can get quite set in your ways.
Gemini Marriages: May 21 - June 20
You’ll have a really talkative marriage, and there will be a
constant dialogue going on. Since you crave variety, keep
things interesting by taking part in new activities together.
Don’t get scattered in too many directions however and
prioritise your time together.
Cancer Marriages: June 21 - July 22
Home is where the heart is for Cancers. The danger
Cancers face however is getting a little too wrapped up in
each other as a couple and becoming boring homebodies.
So, make sure to get out and about, be interactive, and try
to stay connected to friends and family.
Leo Marriages: July 23 - August 22
You’re likely to have a very dramatic, theatrical, and
passionate marriage. You both have strong opinions. While
it’s nice that there’s a lot of romance and passion, you do
have a habit of getting too dramatic sometimes. This could
result in a power struggle, so be careful.
Virgo Marriages: August 23 - September 22
Virgo is an extremely organised, refined, and healthy
sign. It’s all about the details. He’s your cheerleader and
you’re his, which is why helping each other out comes so
naturally. You may however get stuck focusing on your
problems and lose sight of the bigger picture since you
can be a bit nit-picky.

Libra Marriages: September 23 - October 22
Libra marriages are, not surprisingly, very much about
balance and give and take from both partners. The
relationship is a real priority to you and your man. However,
the danger lies in losing your individuality. Remember to
break out of the couple bubble and do things on your own
too.
Scorpio Marriages: October 23 - November 21
You should have no problem keeping the romance alive
over the years. Scorpio is also a sign of power and control
though, so jealousy issues can crop up. Be careful and
make sure that if you’re feeling hurt you talk about it. Don’t
let your marriage become a power struggle.
Sagittarius Marriages: November 22 - December 21
There will most likely be a lot of travel in your future. You’re
constantly learning and taking classes together, and you’re
both incredibly open-minded. Nevertheless, you tend to
take too many risks sometimes, particularly financially. Try
not to live too much on the edge.
Capricorn Marriages: December 22 - January 19
Capricorn is the sign of tradition. You and your hubby are
all about legacy and honouring your heritage. You love
celebrating the holidays and carrying on traditions from
your childhood. One thing you both need to work on though
is learning to enjoy the present instead of always planning
for your future.
Aquarius Marriages: January 20 - February 18
You’re each other’s best friend, but you’re also a very social
couple that host a ton of parties. You enjoy going out and
being among a big crowd. To keep your marriage strong,
it’s important to make sure you set aside enough one-onone time together.
Pisces Marriages: February 19 - March 20
Pisces is the sign of fantasy, imagination, romance, and
creativity. Expect vow renewals and anniversary getaways
but beware of getting out of touch with reality. You don’t
want to let your emotions take over just to accommodate
your creative endeavors.
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Reducing your
P

Wedding Stress

lanning a wedding can be so stressful – the financial strain,
the emotions, the time constraints once you’ve set the date,
the pressure from family and friends… so here are some tips
on how you can reduce that stress leading up to your wedding.
Meditate:
Meditation is one of the best methods of relaxation and getting to
sleep while stressing about wedding planning. Many apps featuring
soothing music are available to set your mind at ease and help you
to relax and get that crucial beauty sleep.
Delegate:
If you have a bridal party, then ask them for their help every now and
again – even your parents, in-laws to-be and siblings will all likely
be dying to help you out. Family often stand back waiting for you to
make the call as they don’t want to interfere.
Money matters:
If it’s financial stress you’re under, and you’re not sure how you will
manage to pay the bills if you go ahead with this wedding, then

the first obvious consideration is to postpone the date. It’s your
wedding and you decide on the date, nobody else. Keep your
budget manageable by reducing your spend wherever possible.
For example, you really don’t have to have 5 bridesmaids or a 5-tier
cake. Only apply for a bank loan to get you by if you can truly afford
to pay it back.
Massage:
If one thing relaxes you, it’s getting a massage! Book in and enjoy an
hour to yourself, in silence and allow yourself to wind down.
Focus on your relationship:
Remember to schedule time to hang out with your husbandto-be and avoid just wedding talk! Focus on the two of you and
your relationship, rather than the wedding or anything else that’s
stressing you out. Spend some time NOT wedding planning! It can
be overwhelming for both of you and you both need some time to
focus on something else. Go for a ride; go for a hike; go to a movie
or for a stroll on the beach. Make time for each other without the
wedding being the main focus.
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MACHÉ & TINUS
DE JONGE
A great venue can make all the difference to a
wedding.
Your proposal?
Tinus took me to Finfoot Lake Reserve. I’ve been
going there with my family every year to watch the
golf at Sun City. Since my family moved to Cape
Town, I’d never really had the opportunity to return
there. We had a lovely picnic with champagne in the
bush and Tinus went down on one knee and popped
the question. We got engaged in November 2019
and wanted to get married the following December.
2020 had us nervous, but we are really grateful that
we still managed to have our dream wedding.

With so many venues to choose from; how many
did you consider?
We had no clear picture in our heads when we set
off in search of venues, we did know one thing: we
wanted to keep it simple. So we looked at venues
that would require little to no effort to make something
magical. In the end, we narrowed it down to only 3
venues that we physically visited.

What stood out about Black Horse Estate?
From the moment we arrived there, we were both
in awe. The view down into the valley where you
can see the horses and cows was magical. The
cobblestones, lawns, rose gardens and large trees
with fairy lights spoke of classical elegance. The staff
was so friendly and I immediately got the sense that
they would take care of us. They were professional
and real experts at what they do. Black Horse didn’t
require much effort to make it stunning and gave us
the natural feel we were after.

What did the Black Horse wedding package
include?
Black Horse ended up being our 1-stop shop for most
things. The venue hire included all staff, a wedding
coordinator, tables, chairs, basic décor, easels for
signage, coffee station and infused water. We also
made use of their accommodation, which included
breakfast. They bottled beer and cider from their
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“Surround yourself with the right
people and you will have nothing to
worry about.’’

Venue: Black Horse Estate, Magaliesburg – www.blackhorse.co.za
Wedding gown: Timeless Bridal Couture
Hair & make-up: Sarieta Pillman, La Bella Hair
Photography: Daniel West Photography
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brewery with custom labels as our wedding favours.
We also had a gin bar as part of the canapés and
instead of putting a tab on the bar, we had a keg of
beer and pre-mixed gin for our guests to enjoy on us.

Great backdrops for photos?
Another main consideration for choosing Black
Horse. We could just imagine the amazing pictures.
We knew photographer Daniel West through mutual
friends. Knowing his reputation and our sense of
comfort with him, it was a no-brainer choosing him.

Your wedding gown?
My biggest challenge! I am a bit of a tomboy so I had
no idea what I was looking for! Add a budget to that
and it becomes even harder! I turned to the internet,
looking at some ideas and identifying some styles
that I liked. I quickly realised that this is something
that could drive you insane, so I committed to visiting
only two places. Having listened to my criticism on
some dresses I’d already tried on, Danielle from
Timeless Bridal said she had a dress that she would
like me to try on. It was a done deal when all the
women were in tears!

How many guests?
83.

How did your budget fare?
We managed to work within our set budget. My dress
worked out a little more than expected – we did not
factor alterations into the budget. We honestly had no
idea what things cost.

Your first dance song?
We opened the dance floor to Josh Garrel’s Heaven’s
Knife – a romantic Christian love song about marriage.
We did not want any stoppages once the formalities
were dealt with, so we danced as we entered the hall.
Then we had our speeches and the rest was just a
great party!

The best advice you received?
When I’d just got engaged and saw my hairdresser
for the first time she offered me some wonderful
advice. She said to surround yourself with the right
people and you will have nothing to worry about. She
was so right.

Honeymoon?
Due to Covid we did not get to go to Europe, as
originally planned so we spent a week on a farm
in the Southern Drakensberg and another week in
Umhlanga.
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Tips, Tricks

& Hacks

Getting married can be overwhelming at times. Here are a few wedding tips, tricks and hacks to
make the process that much easier and more enjoyable.

Wedding communication.
Setting up a unique e-mail address (e.g. smithwedding@
gmail.com) should be the first thing you do as soon as
you start anything wedding-planning related. Important
wedding vendor emails will all be in one place, and you
won’t accidently send your boss a message intended for
your florist or DJ!
Break in your shoes.
Slipping down the aisle in your brand new heels and
getting blisters is so uncool! Wear your wedding shoes
around the house in the weeks leading up to your wedding
to get them ready for the big day. If you are going to be
walking on lawns, invest in heel-stoppers. A cute pair of
flats to wear once the dancing begins is also a great idea
- your feet will thank you!
Wear a button-down shirt.
Wear either a button-down shirt or robe for getting
your hair and make-up done. This allows you to easily
change into your wedding dress without messing up your
gorgeous hairstyle and perfectly shined lips.
Don’t peek and interfere.
It’s tempting to peek in the reception site while everyone
is busy setting up on the day. Don’t do that. Of course
you want to see all your planning and vision come to life
but trust your suppliers to do what they do best. You’ll just
make yourself crazy seeing things half-finished.

Use a coordinator.
Most wedding venues have an in-house coordinator
to ensure that your wedding day runs smoothly.
Communicate with him/her so they know exactly what you
want.
Don’t try to do too much.
Try to schedule as little as possible to do on the day.
Getting hair and make-up done and then getting dressed
and relaxing should be the only activities scheduled for
the morning of your wedding.
Go easy on the drinks.
Too much champagne before wedding photos, the
ceremony and your reception might leave you tired,
glassy-eyed and dehydrated so go easy on the alcoholic
drinks. There are plenty of alternatives.
Designate a photo wrangler.
Choose a family member or close friend who is familiar
with everyone and, even more important, isn’t shy, to get
people together for photos. Pick two people - one who
knows the family and one who’s up on all your besties - so
you cover every group.
Things will go wrong.
Zippers will break, flower girls will cry but, what matters is
the marriage, not the height of the centerpieces! As the
bride, you drive the mood. It won’t matter if the storm of
the century is sweeping through - if you’re all smiles and
thrilled to be marrying the love of your life, your guests will
have fun, too.

ELSTINE & FLORIS
VAN DER WALT
Here is living proof that some blind dates
definitely do work out!
You met on a blind date?
A mutual friend set us up. It was a Sunday and we
enjoyed each other’s company at a restaurant so
much that we then went to watch a movie. We ended
up drinking coffee at my house and have been
together ever since.

Was your proposal a surprise?
We love to go on hiking trails and Floris proposed
to me at Bridal Veil Falls at Sabie, Mpumalanga.
The waterfall reaches up quite high and I remember
looking up to the top. As I turned around, there he
was, on one knee, with the ring in his hand. I was so
happy I forgot to actually say the word ‘yes’ so he had
to ask me again!

Your engagement ring story?
I’d kept a picture of the ring I wanted since Grade 8.
Despite me losing many phones, between me and
my best friend that picture always popped up again.
Floris had my ring made EXACTLY like the one in
the picture and it is PERFECT. It was a big surprise
because I did not know he had seen the picture. I
decided to make it a combined engagement and
wedding ring with nothing added.

Tell us a little about your wedding venue.
We wanted our guests to enjoy a weekend wedding
so we arranged to view three venues in Modimolle
(Nylstroom). I’d read that the venue Tsekama said
‘We do everything!’ I contacted the owner, Marinda
Turvey, and so Tsekama was the first venue we
looked at.

Why did you choose Tsekama?
We ended up choosing Tsekama because it has an
all-inclusive package. With the venue not being close
to where we live, it would have been difficult to juggle
vendors and suppliers, but with Tsekama they really
do have everything! The planning process was so
easy and we even saved some money. Before we
bought anything I’d ask Marinda whether they had
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“I’d kept a picture of the ring
I wanted since Grade 8.’’
Venue: Tsekama Lodge, Modimolle, Limpopo – www.tsekama.co.za
Wedding gown: The Bridal House
Hair & make up: Salon Amelia
Flowers & décor: Tsekama
Photography: Ulandi Sanders
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it, and they usually did. It is a beautiful venue with an
amazing chapel onsite, a reception area overlooking
a dam, accommodation which includes breakfast
and much more. All this with a bushveld backdrop,
romantic sunsets, friendly staff, yummy food and
great guests made our wedding day perfect.

You knew what dress you wanted?
I wanted a ball gown style dress. I figured you only
get one day to wear a dress like that. I set a week
to go for fittings and by the end of the week I had a
dress in mind but then… The Bridal House phoned
and said that they had got in new stock and that they
had the perfect dress for me. It really was perfect
and so comfortable too - especially for someone who
loves dancing.

Your entourage included two flower girls?
They are close family friends and both very dear to
us. Our day would not have been the same without
them. Other children were also welcome. I made a
little gift pack for each child and they ended up in a
group playing, chatting and colouring in pictures. It
melted my heart!

Did Covid interfere with your initial plans?
Our wedding date was set for April 2020 but
because of the pandemic we had to move our date
to 7 November. It was quite easy because Tsekama
was already providing EVERYTHING including
accommodation. We only had to inform our guests,
photographer, beauty salon and entertainers.

What worked best?
Making it a weekend wedding! Most guests arrived
on the Friday and we had a braai in the boma.
Everyone could just relax and mingle the day
before the wedding. Relaxed guests gave the whole
wedding a really fun vibe.

Any advice for brides-to-be?
Take your Dad and future hubby for dance-lessons
even if you already know how to dance. It is a real
relationship-strengthening experience!

Honeymoon?
Due to Covid we went on a 3-day mini-moon to a farm
where there was no signal! As soon as we are able to
we will go on our real honeymoon – it’s a surprise so I
can’t tell you where we are going!
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Wedding Venue:
If location is what you are looking for, you will not find anywhere more breathtaking!
Nestled on a farm in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands,
we are surrounded by everything that is naturally beautiful.
Our forest chapel, farm chapel & venue can seat up to 180 guests.
Accommodation:
Our rooms have been tastefully decorated to accommodate 60 of your close family and friends.
All rooms are within walking distance of the wedding venue and are self-catering.
Midlands – KwaZulu-Natal
083 452 8088
weddings@haycroftfarm.com
www.haycroftfarm.com
Photography: Wilma Toweel Photography / Lauren Setterberg

Real Brides Takes Planning
To Another Level
Real Brides magazine has taken its service to brides-to-be to another level.
VIRTUAL WEDDING EXPO
Real Brides launched South Africa’s first Virtual Wedding Expo. Visit the EXPO www.realbrides.co.za
Enter the Real Brides VIRTUAL WEDDING EXPO and you will find an audio visual presentation for each Exhibitor
together with a full overview of what they have to offer brides-to-be.
PLUS – You will find a link to take you directly to the Exhibitor’s website.
FULLY MOBILE
The Real Brides VIRTUAL WEDDING EXPO is fully mobile. You can view it on your Computer, Tablet or Cellphone.
VISIT OUR VIRTUAL WEDDING EXPO
The following advertisers are Exhibitors in the Real Brides Virtual Expo.
To view their audio visual presentations or to visit their websites, click on the links below:
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Chez Charlene
Collisheen Estate
Haycroft Farm
Inkwenkwezi
Tsekama Lodge
Whispering Thorns
Neon Productions
DRene Plunkett Photography
Oakfield Farm
Diep In Die Berg
Welgelegen Cherry Estate
Vredenburg Manor House
Sugarbush Hill
Eensgezind Function Venue
Cheerio Gardens
Ekudeni
Mooiplaas
Eden Lassie
Oh So Pretty Planning
Smitsfield Farm
Jennifer Mynhardt Attorneys
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Crystal Brides
Bell & Blossom
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Oranje Guest House
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Florence Guest Farm
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Mighty Fine Productions
Stewart Attorneys
Knowles Husain Lindsay Attorneys
Pheasant Hill
Slipperfields
Prana Lodge
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Daniel West
Mokoya Lodge
Kuthaba
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